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How to update software on macbook air 2011

Content page loaded July 29, 2016 1:09 PM in response to izmeister In response to izmeister Yes, it is possible. You can install OS X El Capitan 10.11.OS X El Capitan 10.11 System Requirements X El Capitan runs better with 8GB of RAM installed. Before upgrading, check compatibility apps for upgrades? the Mac. Best. July 29, 2016 1:09 Answer Useful
Thread Response - other options July 30, 2016 1:39 PM in response to izmeister Yes and your 2011 MBA will run pretty well. Since you're still using 10.7, chances are you'll need to upgrade some software. Dominic provided a link to help you determine what you need to upgrade. Also note that you will need to replace the printer or scanner (assuming you
have them) if they have not been replaced in the last few years. July 30, 2016 1:39 ANSWER Useful thread response - other options Content Apple updates its operating system macOS (formerly Mac OS X) once a year, such as watches, brings new features and improvements. That's all very well, but Apple's latest version of macOS - Big Sur - won't run on
any Mac older than 2013 and in some cases 2014. Which may mean that your Mac can't be officially updated - unless you follow this tutorial. Before you proceed and follow the instructions below word of warning: there is a reason why Apple decides not to support the new Mac operating system on older Macs. Older Macs simply don't have the necessary
components or performance needed to meet the demands of more modern systems. So if you install Big Sur, Catalina or any of the latest version of macOS on an unsupported Mac, don't expect it to run smoothly. Is my Mac too old to update? We have a compatibility check with macOS so you can see which version of macOS should be able to run. Here's
an overview of Macs that will run Big Sur, according to Apple: MacBook models from early 2015 or later MacBook Air models from 2013 or later MacBook Pro models from 2013 or later Mac mini models from 2014 or later iMac models from 2014 or later iMac Pro (all models) Mac Pro models from 2013 or later Apple advises, that MacOS Catalina will run on
the following Macs: Mac MacBook models from early 2015 or later macbook air models from mid-2012 or later macbook pro models from mid-2012 or later mac mini models from late 2012 or later models of iMac Pro (all models) from late 2013 Apple advises, that macOS Mojave will run on the following Macs : Mac models from 2012 or later iMac Pro (from
2017) MacBook models from 2015 or later MacBook Pro models from MacBook Air models from 2012 or later Mac mini models from 2012 or later mac pro models from late 2013 ( plus models in 2010 and mid-2012 with the recommended metal-capable GPU) The older macOS High Sierra had a slightly larger range. Apple said said would run happily at the
end of 2009 or later macbook or iMac, or 2010 or later MacBook Air, MacBook Pro, Mac mini or Mac Pro. If you're a Mac is supported read: How to update to Big Sur. This means that if your Mac is older than 2012, it won't be able to officially run Catalina or Mojave. In the case of Catalina, which includes all the old Mac Pro models, pre-'trash can'. If you want
to run but your Mac is older than 2013/2014, the new macOS just isn't for you when it comes to Apple. Despite this, however, it is possible to run newer versions of macOS on older Macs thanks to the patcher. Don't expect things to be easy sailing though – in fact you should expect to run into problems. Be prepared for the fact that your Mac won't work
optimally and you may lose data. (For this reason, we recommend that you first create a full backup of your Mac). For example, many older Macs have wi-fi connectivity issues after installing macOS Big Sur. If you need Wi-Fi, installing the preview version is not desirable. Running Big Sur on another macOS on an unsupported Mac may also be considered
apple's terms and conditions. For information about Apple's Terms of Service, see If you agree to Apple's terms and conditions. Wondering if it's worth updating your Mac? Read: macOS Big Sur vs Catalina. How to install Big Sur on an unsupported Mac If your Mac is more than a few years old and you try to install Big Sur on it, you run into several obstacles
– the first is the fact that the software update just won't let you install a new version of macOS. However, this does not mean that installing Big Sur on an older Mac is not possible. It is - just a band-aid. Fortunately, there is a patcher available to install macOS Big Sur on older macs - big-sur-micropatcher can be downloaded from GitHub. Please note that
macOS patchers cannot perform spells and not all Macs will be compatible. Before installing Big Sur on an older Mac, make sure your Mac is compatible with the patcher. On the patch page (referenced above) you will find several notes indicating different years of production. Check compatibility notes before upgrading to macOS Big Sur. To update to a new
version of macOS on incompatible Macs, follow these steps: First, you'll need to get the installation files for the operating system. You'll need to get them with a compatible Mac. If you don't see it in the software update, you can get the installation files from the Mac App Store. Now you need to load these installation files to a USB flash drive and prepare a
USB flash drive to install macOS Big Sur. We explain how to create a macOS boot installer in a separate article. Next, you need to get software that is able to trick the installation files of the version of macOS you want to install into suspecting that the Mac is compatible. You can download that patcher we mentioned above from GitHub. Click the Code and
Download zip buttons. After pulling out from your download, you will find a micropatcher.sh. Open the terminal window and drag the file to the terminal. Then run the command. Now install macOS from the boot installer. In some cases, there are still tasks to be performed after installation. These can be found in the instructions for big-sur-micropatcher. After
preparing your Mac with a USB stick, start the terminal and enter / Volumes / Picture \ Volume / set-vars.sh. The script is part of the fix for macOS Big Sur and changes important startup settings and system files. In our case, it sometimes looked like setup crashed during the update. In this case, you should wait because the installation is usually still in
progress. Over time, you can find better ways to update your computer. Currently, the safest access to the update is using a bootable USB stick. How to install Big Sur updates on an unsupported Mac After you install macOS Big Sur, the updates appear in software updates as soon as they are available. However, you should not install these, but ideally re-
create the USB flash drive with the current installation files and install the update this way. These steps have been translated from an article by our colleagues in Macwelt. How to run Catalina on an older Mac You can download macOS Catalina Patcher from a developer known as DOSDude1. Patch allows you to install Catalina on an older Mac. Catalina
hack does not work with every Mac, but many of them are covered. See if your Mac is supported here. DODDude1 offers a video tutorial on its website, here. We've simplified the steps below, but we recommend following his tutorials. Download the latest version of catalina repair here. (You can contribute). Open catalina patcher. Choose Download Copy.
The download (Catalina) will start - since it's almost 8GB, it's likely to take a while. Connect the flash drive. Choose Create Boot Installer from options. Connect the boot installer to the Mac you want to update. Restart your Mac while holding option/alt. This causes the Mac to open in Startup Manager. Choose bootable installer and Enter. Now your Mac
should open in recovery. Choose Reinstall macOS and wait for a new version of macOS to be installed. After the installation is complete, you should restart your Mac again in recovery mode and choose the drive that contains the boot installer. Now choose macOS Post Install and the required fixes will be installed on your Mac so catalina can work. After
applying the corrections, choose Force cache rebuild. Restart. When it restarts, your Mac should now run into a fully functional copy of macOS Catalina. If you're using the macOS version that precedes High Sierra or Mojave, you'll need to format your hard drive to APFS. We have more advice on installing macOS via the bootable installer here. How to run
Mojave on an older Mac Inc. Catalina, a patch tool was written by DOSDude1 that allows you to install macOS Mojave on an older Mac. You can download mojave patch tool here. How to run High Sierra and older on an older Mac DOSDude1 wrote a similar patch for High Sierra and before that Sierra. With the patch installed, you can only return at the
beginning of 2008. It is unlikely to run like a dream, which is why Apple recommends against this procedure. But you should be able to achieve acceptable performance. Why you should not install the new macOS on an old Mac We advise tech beginners not to try this solution: it requires a moderate degree of expertise in technology. Remember, we're going
against Apple's official advice, which means that if something goes wrong - and that's always an option with installing an operating system, even if you use official software - your warranty probably won't save you. Of course, it's unlikely that your 2008 Mac would be under any kind of penalty, so don't worry you too much. Back up your Mac before you go any
further. And keep in mind the other two objections. At some point Apple can patch this hack and prevent it from working in the future. So if you're interested and happy that the risks and difficulties are worth it for you, then jump in while you still can. Otherwise, you could read How to sell an old Mac. We looked at what's coming up in Big Sur – here's our
verdict: macOS Big Sur: should you update your Mac? Mac?
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